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By Frances Stockton

Ellora's Cave. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 356 pages. Dimensions: 8.2in. x 5.2in. x
0.9in.Book Two in the Ink and Kink series. When private investigator Grace Daniels agrees to help
football star Dallas McKay find his birth parents, shes determined to remain professional. At least
until the gorgeous athlete lands in her lap while celebrating a touchdown and delivers a panty-
drenching smile. However, haunted by memories of childhood bullying, Grace is certain Dallas
would never want her. Dallas is instantly hooked when he meets Grace, and persuades her to spend
a weekend with him. Finding her amazingly responsive and adventurous in and out of bed, he puts
aside his commitment issues to convince her hes playing for keeps. Together they push their sexual
boundaries and fall in more than just lust. But when Graces investigation begins, and their exes
conspire to tear them apart, their new relationship will be tested. Theyll have to overcome outside
interference, and their personal demons, to find happily ever after. This item ships from multiple
locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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These kinds of ebook is the perfect publication o ered. It is among the most incredible publication i have go through. You will not feel monotony at
whenever you want of your time (that's what catalogues are for concerning if you check with me).
-- Delia  Schoen-- Delia  Schoen

A top quality pdf and also the font applied was fascinating to read. It can be full of knowledge and wisdom I am e ortlessly could possibly get a delight of
studying a created ebook.
-- O cea ne Sta nton DV M-- O cea ne Sta nton DV M
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